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‘Two years, Three Secondments,
Endless Possibilities’

Goodbye Cohort 11

nucleargraduation

On 1st October we said goodbye to Cohort 11.
They spent their final days in their teams,
consolidating their two years on the programme.

The final evening of their two year programme was
celebrated with a circus themed dinner at
Energus.

We heard from team members who were lucky
enough to have had an international secondment,
as well as each team presenting on their SME
Challenge and how much they had raised for their
nominated charities.

This was a spectacular way to end their two year
nucleargraduates journey.

The four teams raised a staggering £15,370!
Team Encompass donated £3,452 to Growing
Well—a farm based Mental Health charity near
Kendal.
Team Esteem raised £2,300 for Nabu.org —an
international charity supporting literacy and
allowing children to read in their mother tongue.
Team Enrich raised £3,614 for the Trusell Trust—a
network of UK wide food banks.
Team EnTen raised over £6,000 for the SmallPiece
Trust by selling their STEM book—Planet One— a
story of energy. This STEM book, which was
written by the graduates is aimed at educating
6-10 year olds
about
the
energy mix.

Well done to
all the teams
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Each year the programme team give the ‘Top Gun’
award to the graduate they feel has developed the
most over the two years. This award is for the
graduate who has stepped outside of their comfort
zone and taken every opportunity available to
them. This year the award went to Sam Murray,
Chemical Engineer sponsored by ONR. Well done
Sam and good luck to everyone.

Welcome Cohort 2019

Secondment

On 7th October a brand new cohort of graduates
started their journey. The cohort has 38 graduates
of 12 different disciplines.

Chris Anwyl – Cohort 11 tells us about his
secondment in Welsh Government.
‘I chose to go to the Welsh Government for my
final nucleargraduates secondment, and was based
in Llandudno in North Wales. Having had my
previous secondments in very technical engineering
roles, I was keen to try something different and
thought that a secondment working on policy
development and supply chain support would help
me build experience in a new area.

During their two week induction the graduates
took part in a variety of workshops—from Security
to Health and Wellbeing. They learned more about
chartership and the Institutions they will be
working with and took part in their first technical
training—an Introduction to the Nuclear Industry
and the Fuel Cycle.
This diverse range of graduates were put into
teams on their first day, where they had to chose a
team name and their team values

Chris in control room of Chernobyl reactor 3 during visit

Before my secondment, I had not considered Wales
as having exciting nuclear opportunities, but I
found there was a great enthusiasm for job
creation from projects in the industry – from Welsh
workers at Hinkley Point C and companies winning
work in decommissioning, to new opportunities
such as SMRs and the new Thermal Hydraulics Test
Facility planned for Anglesey.
The induction ended with a ‘Sponsors Dinner’
where each team presented their values to their
peers and sponsors. The team leaders then
presented the cohort values.
Good luck to Cohort 2019 who have now started
their first secondment with their sponsors.

I have been involved in promoting the Trawsfynydd
site as the location for the first UK SMR,
commissioning several studies to aid understanding of the site and make it more attractive for
developers, as well as engaging with the local
community to secure their support.
I have developed skills beyond my technical
background, writing business cases and ministerial
advice documents, and have had to engage with a
wide range of stakeholders. I have really enjoyed
the secondment and would definitely recommend it
to other graduates.’
Thank you Chris
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AMNT—Berlin

A group of graduates recently attended the AMNT
conference in Berlin. The conference started with
a series of plenary sessions focussing on one
theme, the retention of nuclear skills in Germany
during and post decommissioning of the current
nuclear fleet. With the entire German nuclear fleet
set to be decommissioned from 2022 there is
major concern that the current nuclear skills the
country possesses will be lost.
The day then broke into a series of focus sessions:
Outstanding Know-how & Sustainable Innovations,
Enhanced Safety & Operation Excellence &
Decommissioning
Experience
&
Waste
Management Solutions.
The majority of the graduates attended the
Outstanding Know-how & Sustainable Innovation
session which focused on International innovation.
The theme took the form of a well-discussed topic
in nuclear - Small Modular Reactors. The sessions
covered how to define an SMR from Nuscale,
information on the economies of scale and how to
regulate this new technology.
On the second day more variety was sampled by
the graduates with sessions such as New Build and
Innovations, Reactor Physics, Thermo and Fluid
Dynamics, Operation and Safety of Nuclear
Installations & Decommissioning of Nuclear
Installations

The graduates then visited the Helmholtz
Association of German Research Centres, named
after German physiologist and physicist Hermann
von Helmholtz. This is a union of 18 scientifictechnical and biological medical research centres
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employing approximately 37,000 people, and has a
budget of 3-4 billion euros. The Helmholtz institute
focuses its research on complex systems that
affect human life and the environment.
The Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) research
centre was created in 2009. The institute studies
the structure and dynamics of materials, and it
also investigates solar cell technologies. Several
large scale facilities are available, the most
important of which are the 10 MW BER II nuclear
research reactor at the Lise Meitner campus in
Wansee, and a third-generation BESSY II
Synchrotron in Adlershof.

The Berlin Experimental Reactor (BER II) is an open
pool reactor due to be decommissioned on the
31st December 2019. The reactor is a “cold
source” due to the generation of cold neutrons.
Cold neutrons interact with the atomic nucleus
and they are deeply penetrating.
The BER II can
be seen here .
Also at the
institute they
have a high
field
magnet
which
was
opened
in
2015.
The
Magnet has to
be housed in a
specially designed building with no ferrous
materials within a certain distance. This is because
the Magnet produces 26.4 Tesla. The magnet is
custom built and cost 20 million euros. The magnet
requires special cooling, this meant a new
multi-story annex had to be built at the institute
just to ensure adequate coolant supply.

Here is a view of the
high field magnet at
the HZB research
institute.

International Secondments

Here some graduates
International travels.

tell us about

their

Ellie Crossly, Cohort
11 graduate had a
four month secondment at ITER in
France.
ITER is a huge
fusion
research
reactor which is
currently
being
built.
The aim of ITER is
to provide the
science and engineering knowledge needed to
build a commercial fusion reactor. Ellie worked
with the contract management company called
Momentum which is a consortium of Wood,
Assystem and Kepco.
‘I worked in the cost team where I carried out cost
estimates of contracts and wrote several macros to
make the cost management processes more
efficient. I also had several opportunities to go out
on the site and visit the tokamak building, the
cooling tower, the cryogenic cooling plant,
'transformer alley' where grid power is connected
to power the reactor, the assembly hall, the
cleaning room and the cryostat building. The scale
of the works is huge and the technical challenges
facing the project are incredibly interesting.
Overall, it was a great secondment to try
something different, learn about fusion and of
course live and work in France!’
Evan Bolle-Jones, Cohort 11 graduate had a
secondment in Canada.
‘I was seconded out to Atomic Energy Canada
Limited which is a government company similar to
the NDA. It provides oversight to Canadian Nuclear
Laboratories using a GoCo model. The
main focuses are in R&D, SMRs and the clean up of
Canada's legacy waste. During my time in Canada I
worked with the Environmental Remediation
Management team focusing on the legacy
reactors, Douglas Point, Gentilly 1, NRX and NRU.
My objective was to review the benefits of
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decommissioning options including prompt, in-situ
and delayed. Through this project I have been able
to attend site visits to each of the reactors and get
involved in high level technical studies with the aim
of reducing the liability for Canada. I got the
opportunity to see how hot cells operated and some
of the limitations of the technologies.’
Seb Beck, Cohort 11 graduate worked in the
Pretoria, South Africa Office of Ultra Safe Nuclear
Corporation, an advanced nuclear reactor company
designing a 15 MW
thermal power plant
for deployment in
off-grid locations such
as remote mines of
Canada.
‘They have an experienced design team composed of
around 25 former engineers in South Africa's Pebble
Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) programme, which
was close to construction stage before it lost
funding in 2010. They have learnt from this
experience—rather than chasing performance and
efficiency points, their design pursues margin, modularisation and inherent safety. I was able to
experience some fast paced technical work and it
was exciting to work somewhere with a strong
vision for the future. While in South Africa I visited
some of their natural wonders: Cape Town, Kruger
National Park and the Drakensberg Mountain
Range. I especially loved the Drakensberg due to my
4 day hike, up to Cathedral Peak and to the Lesotho
border.‘
Another Graduate Josh Weatherill attended the 4th
Canadian
Conference
on
Nuclear
Waste
Management, Decommissioning and Environmental
Restoration, held in Ottawa.

‘Canada currently has 19 operational nuclear
reactors which provide around 15% of the country’s
electricity, in addition to six shutdown reactors
which are currently undergoing decommissioning.
Conference talks covered a range of topics from
remediation of uranium mines to decommissioning
plans for the Pickering site, aka the former largest
nuclear generating station in the world’
Thank you Ellie, Evan, Seb and Josh for sharing your
experiences

